Going to the zoo is fun! There are some things I need to do to prepare.
I dress in comfortable clothing and put on comfortable shoes.
I can bring water and snacks to the zoo in case I get hungry or thirsty.
I can also buy food and drinks at the zoo if my parent says it's okay.
We will need to pay to get into to the zoo. We can pay at the booths at the zoo entrance.
We may have to wait in line for a few minutes to get in. This is okay.
Inside the zoo there are lots of things to see and do! I can look at signs or a map to find out where things are.
There are places to play in the zoo. I wait my turn to use the slide and other fun things.
If someone upsets me, I do not push or hit them. I use my words to tell them how I feel.
It can be noisy in the zoo. If I feel like it is too noisy, I should tell an adult.
If I am not sure where to go, or get lost, I can ask a person in a green shirt for help. They will help me find my way.
I make sure to walk slowly and look where I’m going. I also make sure to stay with an adult. I walk safely on the cement paths everywhere I go.
I do not yell or run in the zoo because it could scare the animals.
I always stay on the path.
The zookeepers wear a special uniform. If I want to know more about the animals I can ask a zookeeper.
I will wait until they are not talking to another guest before speaking. Waiting my turn is good manners, and it makes everyone happy.
I do not feed the animals at the zoo unless a zookeeper tells me to.
I won’t see every animal at the zoo. Sometimes the animals are in another place where I cannot see them. That is okay.
When it is time to go I can follow the signs to the exit. I can always visit the zoo again.
I can go to the zoo’s website before I visit the zoo to learn about the zoo and its animals before I go.

http://www.cameronparkzoo.com/
It is going to be a great day at the zoo!